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implications are aetually improved. Its enhanced internal propagation allows it to account for 
the faet that there is positive persistenee in output growth, and the model also provides a 
resolution to the "excess sensitivity puzzle" for consumption and income. Key features of the 
model are habit persistence preferences, and a multisector technology with limited intersectoral 
mobility of factors of production. 
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1. Introduction 
General equilibrium models with complete markets and optimizing agents have enjoyed a
 
measure oí success in accounting for business cycie fluctuations in quantities. However, these
 
. models have been notoriously unsuccessful in accounting for the behavior ?f asset prices.1
 
Two íailures in particular have attracted the most attention: the equity premium puzzle, the
 
fact that returns on the stock market exceed the return on Treasury bills by an average oí 6
 
percentage points; and the risk free rate puzzle, the fact that Treasury bilis on average earn
 
a very low return. For the most part, the response oí business cycle researchers has been to
 
" 
ignore the asset pricing implications oí their models. 
This is uníortunate. As emphasized most recently by Cochrane and Hansen (1992),
 
business cycle models assume that households equate intertemporal marginal rates oí sub­

stitution in utility 'with intertemporal marginal rates oí transíormation. Under the complete
 
markets hypothesis, asset returns offer a direct measure on these margins, and so should
 
provide an excellent guide to constructing and evaluating business cycle models.
 
This is the perspective adopted here.2 We take the standard business cycle model as our
 
starting point, and modify it by replacing the power specification oí utility with the habit
 
persistence specification proposed by Constantinides (1990).3 There are two reasons that
 
we do this. First, as demonstrated by Constantinides, habit persistence has the potential to
 
account for both asset return puzzles while implying only a modest degree oí risk aversion
 
on the part of households. Alternatives, íor example, Abel's (1990) 'keeping up with the
 
Jones' specification, power utility and non-expected utility, in practice require high risk
 
aversion to account íor the asset pricing puzzles.' Throughout our analysis, we restrict
 
1Infiuential earl)~ discussions of this include Hall (1978), Hansen and Singleton (1982,1983) and Mehra
 
and Prescott (1985).
 
2Since starting on this work, we have become aware of independent research along similar lines. This
 
includes the work of Danthine and Donalcison (1994), Jermann (1994), Lettau and Uhlig (1995) and Tallarini
 
(1995). Among these papers, only Jermann considers habit persistence preferences. Below, we discuss the
 
similarities and differences between our papers.
 
30ther researchers have investigated a different set of perturbations to the complete markets model. See,
 
for example, Nason (1988), Reitz (1988) and Tsionas (1994). Some have followed thesuggestion ofMehra and
 
Prescott (1985) by investigating the potential of market incompleteness to account for the equity premium
 
and risk free rateo See, e.g., Aiyagari and Gertler (1992), Danthine, Donaldson and Mehra (1992), Heaton
 
and Lucas (1992), Mankiw (1986) and Weil (1992).
 
4The analyses we have in mind here are based on pure exchange economies in which the equilibrium con­
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the parameterization of habit persistence so that the coefficient of relative risk aversion 
averages roughly unity. Our second reason for studying habit persistence preferences is that, 
according to several econometric analyses, this form of preferences can reconcile US data on 
consumption and asset returns (see Burnside (1994), Ferson 6.I1d Constantinides (1991) and 
Heaton (1995).) 
We show that introducing habit persistence preferences into the standard business cycle 
model has no impact on the equity premium. After diagnosing the reasons for this, we 
address the following questions: 
•	 How must the technology in this model be modified to account for the mean risk free 
rate and equity premium? 
•	 \Vhat are the business cycle implications of the resulting model? 
Vle develop a model which accounts for the equity premium and average risk free rateo 
Our model 's ability to account for the equity premium lies in producing the right business 
cycle pattern in 'the price of capital. To generate this pattern, we adopt - in addition to 
habit persistence - a multisectoral technology with limited intersectoral mobility of factors 
of production. 
Our model's successes in accounting for asset pricing phenomena do not come at the 
expense of its business cycle implications. With respect to the conventional measures of 
business cycle volatility and comovement with output, the model does roughly as well as the 
standard business cycle model. On two other dimensions, the model actually outperforms 
the standard model. First, the dynamics in our model enhance its internal propagation 
of shocks, impro.ving its ability to account for the observed persistence in output growth. 
Second, our model accounts for the so-called excess sensitivity puzzle: instrumental variables 
sumption process is specmed exogenously. The 'keeping-up-with-the-Jones' and nonexpected utility specifi­
cations sLudied by Campbell and Cochrane (1995), and Weil (1989,1992) use risk aversion in excess of 40. To 
simultaneously drive the risk free rate below its empirical value and the equity premium aboye its empirical 
value in the Mehra and Prescott (1985) model requires risk aversion in excess of 30 (see section 3 below). 
For recent e\'idence which suggests that levels of risk aversion this high are empirically implausible, see 
Barsky, Juster, Kimball and Shapiro (1995). By resorting to non-standard distributions for the equilibrium 
consumption process, it is possible to account for the asset pricing puzzles witb power utility and lower risk 
aversion. See, for example, Kandel and Stambaugh (1990,1991), Reitz (1988) and Tsionas (1994). 
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•
• 
regressions indicate consumption growth is strongIy related to income, and relatively weakly
 
related to interest rates (Campbell and Mankiw (1989,1991) and Hall (1988).) While this
 
puzzle is an embarrassment for the standard business cyele model, it is not a problem for
 
ours.
 
The following section provides a brief, nontechnical overview of our paper and the main
 
results. After that comes the formal analysis, followed by concluding remarks.
 
2. Overview of the AnaIysis 
Our analysis begins with a version of the' pure exchange economy studied in Lucas (1978)
 
and Mehra and Prescott (1985). We use this to establish a benchmark and to identify the
 
key channels by which changes in preferences impact on the equity premium and the risk free
 
rateo The insights obtained here are then applied to business cycle modeling. The following
 
two subsections summarize our basic results for the exchange economy and for business cyc1e
 
models, respectively.
 
2.1. Overview of Findiñgs for the Exchange Economy 
Consistent with the results in Constantinides (1990), we show that habit persistence with
 
lo\\' risk aversion can account for both the equity premium and risk free rate puzzles in an
 
exchange economy. Here, we review our results with respect to the equity premium.
 
It is useful to recall a classic covariance formula: the equity premium is negatively related
 
to the conditional covariance between the one-period-ahead marginal utility of consumption
 
and the rate of return on equity. A change in the specification of the model changes both
 
arguments in the covariance termo Thus, when we switch from power utility to habit per­

sistence there are two efi'eets which raise the equity premium. On the one hand, it increases
 
the spread, across states of nature, of the one-period-ahead marginal utility of consumption.
 
Holding other things constant, this raises the equity premium. We refer to this mechanism
 
as the curvature channel, because it is determined by the degree of curvature in the utility
 
function. On the other hand, the type of consumption smoothing motive inherent in habit
 
persistence gives rise to a particular pattern of demand for assets across states of nature:
 
4 
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when eonsumption opportunities are high, households seek to buy assets, and when con­
sumption opportunities are low, they seek to sello Beeause the stock oí physieal capital is 
fixed in the exchange eeonomy, variation in the demand for equit), translates into large fiue­
tuations in the priee oí capital aeross states of nature, with large capital gains in states when 
consumption is high, and sma1l or negative capital gains when consumption is low. Holding 
other things eonstant, this also raises the. equity premium. We refer to this as the capital 
gains channel. 
The eurvature channel is the exclusive foeus of much of the empirical literature on 
the equity premium (we have in mind here the work stimulated by Hansen and Single­
ton (1982,1983).) It takes the empirieal process for eonsumption and the rates of return as 
given and evaluates alternative specifieations of utility for their ability to reconcile the two. 
In analyses of general equilibrium economies the rate of return on equity is endogenous, and 
so the capital gains channel also plays a role. 
There are two reasons why this channel warrants considerable attention. First, in a11 of 
our computational experiments, the capital gains channel plays by far the most important 
role quantitatively. Second, because the priee of capital refiects the outlook for events ex­
tending into the distant future, it is infiuenced by many other features of the environment 
in addition to the curvature properties of the utility function. (We measure eurvature by 
the elasticity of the marginal utility of consumption with respect to consumption.) These 
features include such things as households' preferences over the intertemporal pattern of con­
sumption, and the persistence properties of households' consumption opportunities. Thus, 
although our computational experiments suggest that high curvature is a necessary ingredi­
ent for getting the equity premium, it is by no means sufficient. \Ve dramatize this point by 
discussing examples in which there is high eurvature, yet the equity premium is negative. 
These considerations suggest that the follo\\ring two ingredients are crucial for a general 
equilibrium model to generate an equity premium: (i) households must have a strong incen­
tive to buy assets when the marginal utility of eonsumption is low, and to sell assets when 
the marginal utility of eonsumption is high; and (ii) a technology which frustrates these 
desires. The ability of the exchange eeonomy to aecount for asset returns in part refiects 
the extreme position it takes on (ii): capital supply is completely inelastic and labor supply 
5 
cannot be varied to offset the consumption impact of unfavorable .hocks. 
2.2. Overview of Findings for Modeling Business Cycles 
Armed with this intuition, we proceed to analyze the introduction of habit persistence into 
the standard real business cyc1e model. .As noted previously, we find that this modification 
has essentially no impact on the equity premium. But, this is not surprlsing, in view of 
the intuition developed aboye. The real business cyc1e model in effect assumes that the 
supply of capital is infinitely elastic, so that its equilibrium price is a constant. As is well 
knOv.'!l, the payoff on capital (its rental rate) in the standard business cycle model ftuctuates 
very Httle. As a result, fixing the price of capital e!>sentially shuts down the capital gains 
channel. The curvature channel is more complicated in the production economy, because of 
the endogeneity of consumption.5 Still, it plays a negHgible quantitative role. 
Our interpretation of the absence of an equity premium in this model is that households 
have an unrealistical1y large number of opportunities to smooth consumption. These refiect 
their ability to flexibly exploit three margins: variations in labor effort, variations in the rate 
. 
of capital accumulation, and variations in the a11ocation of factors of production to producing 
consumption and investment goods. We proceed to study a multisector production model 
in which households have less flexibility. 
, 
For our first modification, we assume that capital and consumption are non-homogeneous 
goods, and that capital inputs must be assigned to the production of the two goods in advance 
of the realization of the current period ter.hnology shock. We assume, for example, that an 
oven used to bake bread cannot be instantaneously transformed into a bulldozer. Introducing 
this form of ex post inflexibility converts the model into a two-sector model. Because there 
are diminishing returns in varying the labor input, this places curvature in the production 
transformation frontier between consumption and investment goods, making the supply of 
capitalless than infinitely elastic. This change has apositive impact on the model's equity 
premium, though it does not get it even close to its empirica11y observed value. 
5For example, in the context oí the exchange economy, only events during the life of the one-period equity 
c1aim play a role in the curvature channeI, because equilibrium cODSumption is exogenous. In a business 
cycle model consumptioII is influenced in part by views about the future, and so the future plays a role in 
the curvature channel too. 
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Next, we assume that the sectorallabor inputs also have to be chosen a period in advance, 
before the technology shock is realized. This assumption captures the various real-world 
factors that make finding work or changing jobs a time-consuming process. As a result of 
these assumptions, capital supply is complete1y inelastic in the period of a shock.6 At least in 
the short run, the model resembles the exchange economy in that there are no opportunities 
to insulate consumption contemporaneously from shocks. The cumulative effect of these 
modifications is to raise the equity premium to 2 percent. 
Finally, we introduce an amount of leverage suggested by the empirical analysis in Ben­
ninga and Protopapadalcis (1990). When we do so the equity premium jumps to around 5 
percent. At the same time, the risk free rate is 2.7 percent. Based on the statistical in­
formation provid~d in Cecchetti, Lam and Mark (1993), we argue that these values are not 
significantly different from their empirical counterparts. 
The last step in our analysis is to study the business cycle implications of this model. 
We find that theyare surprisingly good. Where the model does poorly, it does not do 
substantially worse than the standard business cycle model. On the plus side, the short­
term rigidities in our model and its multisectoral structure enhance its internal propagation 
by delaying the full response of factors of produetion to shocks. Habit persistence also plays 
a role here. For example, when a shock generates a positive innovation in consumption, 
habit persistence creates an incentive to apply factors of production in such a way as to keep 
consumption high for several periods.7 
Our model's ability to resolve the excess sensitivity of consumption growth to income 
reflects that, under habit persistence, the intertemporal Euler equation relates consumption 
6See Goolsbee (1995) for empirica) evidence that short run capital supply is very inelastic. 
7Among the pap~rs mentionec:l in the introciuction that are relatec:l to ours, the closest is that of Jermann 
(1994) who also studies habit persistence preferences. Still, his paper differs in many respects from ours. 
For example, the version of Jermann's model that incorporates habit persistence holcis aggregate labor effort 
constant, while the intersectoral allocation of capital and labor are free to respond to shocks. Consistent 
with the analysis here, Jermann fincis that capitalsupply must be less than perfectly elastic if he is to get an 
equity premium. Unlike here, his strategy for rec:lucing this elasticity is to impose adjustment oosts on the 
installation of new capital. One important difference in the two papers lies in the interpretation of the results: 
Jermann does not emphasize the capital gains channel in anal),zing the impact of changing preferences on 
the equity premium, whereas we stress its central role. Finally, there is a difference in focus between the two 
papers. Ours facuses relatively more on the business cyc1e implications the mociel, while Jermann focuses 
on e broader set of asset pricing implications. 
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growth to lagged consumption growth, as well as to expectations of future consumption
 
growth. In this case, the apparent excess sensitivity to income refiects income's statistical
 
role as a proxy for these variables. The model's ability to account for the !acle of sensitiv­

ity of consumption growth to interest rates is perhaps not surprising, in view of the fact
 
that our assumption of high curvature is equivalent to the assumption of low intertemporal
 
substitution in consumption. Because agents in our model have low risk aversion, our frame­

work provides a formal basis for Hall's (1988) suggestion that the weak empirical relation
 
between consumption growth and the interest rate should be interpreted as refiecting low
 
intertemporal substitution in consumption and not high risk aversion.
 
3. The Exchange Economy 
In this section we analyze versions of the exchange economy studied in Lucas (1978) and 
Mehra and Prescott (1985). We accomplish the fol1owing three objectives. First, we describe 
the model economy, set up the notation and market decentralization used throughout the 
paper, and document that the model is consist~nt with the observed mean risk free rate and 
equity premium. Second, we review sorne key properties of habit persistence preferences, and 
compare them with power utility and the Ckeeping up ~\'ith the Jones' preferences recently 
studied by Abel (1990), Campbell and Cochrane (1995), and Lettau and Uhlig (1995). Third, 
we present experiments designed to shed light on the channels by which changes in preferences 
affect the risk-free rate and equity premium in equilibrium. Our primary result is that the 
main channel by which a change in preferences impacts on the equity premium is the capital 
gains channel discussed in the previous section. 
3.1. The ~1odel Economy 
Households 
The economy is composed of a continuum of infinitely lived, identical households who 
maximize expected discounted utility. Let Et denote the expectation operator conditional 
on the information available at time t. At every date, t, the representative household values 
8 
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consumption henceforth according tO:8 
(3.1) 
where Xj represents the habit stock, which evolves as follows: 
X j =hXj _ 1 + bCj _ 1• (3.2) 
In (3.1), O < /3 < 1 is the household's discount factor. For the purposes of our analysis, 
we define power utility preferences as the case el> > O, h = b = O, and hahit-persistence 
preferences as the case el> =1, and either h OI b =F O. 
At every date, t, the household must satisfy the following budget constraint: 
(3.3) 
",'here Bt and St denote period t acquisition of two types of one-perlod assets, denominated 
in consumption units·. Their rates of return are 1 + r{ and 1+r:+l' respectively. The rate of 
return on St is conditional on the realization of the date t + 1 state of nature and the rate 
of return on Bt is noto The problem of the household is as follows: at every date t, it takes 
St-b Bt-b Xt and {rj, rf-l;j ~ t} as given and maximizes (3.1) subject to (3.2), (3.3) by 
choice of {Bj,Sj,Cj;j ~ t}. 
Firms 
The technology for converting capital, Kt , into output, ~, is as follows: 
(3.4) 
SThi.c; (standard) specification of the habit persistence utility function has the distinctive festure that 
the present discounted value of the utility of 8 consumption sequence is non-monotone in any particular 
period's consumption. This refiects the fact that, although the period utility function is increasing in current 
consumption, period utility at later dates is decreasing in current consumption. This latter effect dominates 
8t high values of consumption. In the simulations computed for this paper, consumption is always in tbe 
region of increasing marginal utility. 
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; 
where 
The random variable Bt follows the autoregressive process 
Bt = (1 - p)7J + pBt- 1 + Et, 
(3.5) , 
: 
: 
(3.6) 
and lt '" N(O, (12), for aH t ;::: O. Capital does not depreciate, and there exists no technology 
" 
íor increasing or decreasing its magnitude. The aggregate, per eapita stock of capital is a 
constant, equal to K > O. .! 
'Ve assume firms have a one period planning horizon. In order to operate capital in
 
period t +1, a firm must purchase it in period t. To do so, it issues equity St, subjeet to the
 
fo11owing financing constraint:
 
(3.7) 
where Pk,t is the date t price oí capital, denominated in consumption units and Kt+l repre­

sents the quantity of capital the firm plans to use. Let 1I"t+l denote the firm's period t + 1
 
revenues net of expenses 1 denominated in period t + 1 conswnption units. Revenues include
 
the sale of output, Y;.+1 , plus the sale oí the capital stock, Pk,t+lKt+l' The firm's expenses
 
are limited to its obligations on equity, (1 + ri+l)St. Its choice variables are St and Kt+l and
 
it takes Pk,tl and the state contingent objects, ri+l and Pk,t+l, as given. The fum's outlays 
in each state of the world must not exceed its revenues: 
(3.8) 
The firm's problem at date t is to maximize, by choice of St and Kt+ll the value of 1I"t+l
 
across states of the world, subject to (3.4)-(3.8). This implies that the financing constraint,
 
(3.7), is satisfied as a strict equality in equilibriwn. Linear homogeneity of the firm's objec­

tive, together with the weak inequality in (3.8), imply the equilibriwn condition, 1I"t+l = O
 
for a11 t + 11 and íor a11 states oí nature, so that:
 
e _ Zt+l + Pk,t+l1+ r t+l - (3.9)
Pk,t 
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Equilibrium 
We adopt the normalization that the number of households and mms is one. Then, the 
resource constraints for this economy can be expressed as follows: 
(3.10) 
A sequenee-of-markets competitive equilibrium is defined in the usual way. 
The objects in equilibrium are obtained as follows. First, Ct = ZtK. We find prices by 
combining the household's first order condition for St with (3.5) and (3.9) to get: 
(3.11) 
where Pk,t =Pk,t/Zt. In addition, 
j3Ac,t+l Pc,t+l = -¡::---, (3.12) 
c,t 
where Ac,t denotes the derivative of (3.1) v,'ith respect to Ct • This is computable given the 
solution for et deseribed aboye. We then find Pk,t by specifying it to be a function of 8t and 
sol"ing for the fixed point of the funetional equation, (3.11). To approximate the solution to 
this and other functional equations, we use the nonlinear methods described in Judd (1992) 
and Christiano and Fisher (1994). Given Pk,t = Pk:tZt, we solve for r~+1 using (3.9). Finally, 
1l+r{ =--- (3.13)
EtPc.t+l 
•3.2. Preferences and Asset Returns 
Here, we review key properties of habit persistence preferences that are relevant for asset 
prices.....ye also diseuss the implications of habit persistence for the risk free rate, and present 
our formal deeomposition of the equity prerniurn into curvature and capital gains channels. 
Risk Aversion and Curvature 
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To understand the impact of habit persistence on the equity premium, it is important 
to distinguish the concept of re1ative risk aversion (RRA) !rom measures of. the curvature 
of the utility function. The concept of curvature ·we use is -CAcc/Ac, where Ace is the 
deriv&.tive of Ac with respect to C, and absence of a time subscript indicates the va1ue 
in nonstochastic steady state. With preferences like power utility, or 'keeping up with the 
Jones', curvature and risk aversion are iderttical. This is why researchers who seek to account 
for the equity premium by increasing curvature, simultaneous1y encounter counterfactua11y 
high 1eve1s of risk aversion. Constantinides (1990) pointed out that, in contrast, habit 
persistence preferences disentang1e these two concepts. For eXamp1e, for {3 close to 1, RRA 
is close to unity, independent of b and h. At the same time, by increasing the values of these 
parameters, curvature - and the equity premium - are both raised. (See the Appendix for a 
further discussion.) 
To gain intuition into why curvature can be high while RRA is low under habit persis­
tence, recall the definition of RRA: it measures how much an individual househo1d is willing 
to pay to avoid a fair bet on its wea1th. This magnitude is directly related to the utility 
1055 the household sufrers in the adverse state of the world. If the househo1d were forced to 
accept an immediate drop in consumption, the 10ss of such a bet would be very painful, given 
the short-term exogeneity of the habit stock and the assumed high curvature. However, t~e 
habit persistence household can avoid this. Though the present va1ue of its total lifetime 
consumption must fall, recourse to credit markets enables the househo1d to slow the fall in 
actual consumption so that the habit stock can fallo 'l'his is why the disutility occasioned 
by the loss of a bet on wea1th may be relative1y sma1l for a household v.rith habit persistence 
preferences. 
It is re\'ealing'to compare the implications for risk aversion of habit persistence with those 
of 'keeping up with the Jones' preferences. For the latter type of household, the habit stock 
is exogenous for aH time, and so recourse to credit markets represents a much less effective 
cushion against the 10ss of a bet. As a result, the 1eve1 of risk aversion implied by this utility 
function is very high. For example, in the formulation studied by Campbe1l and Cochrane 
(1995)~ risk aversion is 48 (see also Weil (1992).) This contrasts with risk aversion of rough1y 
unity for the habit persistence preferences studied in this paper. 
12 
The Risk Free Rate 
Consider (3.13) along a nonstochastic steady-state growth path in which Ct =Ct - 1 exp(O): 
f { ~,for power utility 1 +r t = _ (3.14) ~, for habit persistence. 
As is well-known, the elasticity of intertemporal substitution in consumption is the inverse
 
of our measure of curvature. In the appendix, we show that with habit persistence utility,
 
intertemporal substitution is reduced by increasing b or h. Also it is well-known that raísing
 
t/J reduces intertemporal substitution in consumption in the case of power utility functíon.
 
Thus, we infer from (3.14) that reducing intertemporal substitution has a very different
 
impact on the risk free rate, depending on whether one adopts habit persistence or power
 
preferences.
 
The intuition for this difference between the two utility functions is simple. With power
 
utility and positive consumption growth, the future marginal utility of consumption is low
 
compared with the marginal utility of present consumption. Increasing t/J intensifies this, so
 
that a higher interest rate is required to discourage households from attempting to reallocate
 
consumption from the future to the presento The impact of increasing b or h is quite different.
 
This has the effect of increasing the future habit stock and, other things the same, this raises
 
the marginal utility of future consumption, reducing the incentive to reallocate consumption
 
to,,"ard the presento
 
In sum, accounting for the equity premium by increasing curvature is more likely to avoid
 
counterfactual implications for the risk free rate if it is done by increasing b or h, than if it is
 
done by increasit;lg 4>. For a further discussion of related issues, see Campbell and Cochrane
 
(1995) and \Veil (1989,1992).
 
The Equity Premium 
The curvature and capital gains channels correspond to the two argurnents in the condi­

tional covariance expression for the equity premium:
 
(3.15) 
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where COVt(x, y) denotes the date t conditional covariance between x and y. Let t1Er? 
denote the change in mean of the equity premium due to a change in preferences. Our 
decomposition is: 
(3.16) 
where éAEr~P and 6p.Er:Pmeasure the curvature channel and the price of'capital channel, 
respectively. We define éAEr? as the change in the mean equity premium due to a change 
in the utility function, holding fixed the distribution of (Zt+l + Pk,Hl)/PIc,t and CH1 across 
dates and states of nature. The capital gains channel, ép.Er?, is simply defined as the 
residual: éplcEr~P = AEr( - éAEr(. " 
3.3. Quantitative Results 
In this section we present our quantitative results for the exchange economy. First, we 
discuss our method for assigning values to the model parameters. Second, we document 
the importance of the capital gains channeI. We do this by exhibiting the sensitivity of the 
equity premium to the persistence oí consumption growth in the power utility model. Also, 
we use the decomposition in (3.16) to quantify the magnitude of the curvature and capital 
gains channels under habit persistence. Third, we document the ability of habit persistence 
preferences to account for key features of asset prices in our exchange economy. 
Parameter Values 
'Ve adopt the normalization, K = 1. The equilibrium consumption process (i.e., the 
technology shock Zt) was chosen to be consistent with the observed mean, standard deviation, 
and autocorrela~ion of quarterIy US per capita consumption growth.9 This requires setting 
'8 = 0.0045, (j = 0.0053, p . 0.34. (3.17) 
90ur measure of consumption is private consumption of nondurables and services, plus a measure of 
the sen'ice flow from the stock of durables. Tbe data cover tbe period 1959.1 to 1989.4, and are discussed 
in Chrístiano [1988] and Fisher (1994]. Consumption gro.....tb at different levels of time aggregation have 
different autocorrelation patterns (see Heaton (1993,1995)). Accounting for tbis phenomenon ís beyond the 
&Cope of this papero 
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We set {3 = 0.99999 to maximize the model's ability to account for the observed risk free
 
rateo We adopt this value of (3 throughout the ana1ysis.
 
Conditional on these parameter values, the two habit persistence parameters were set
 
to optimize the model 'a implications for the mean equity premium and risk freerate. Om
 
metric for this is l:.(t/J), where:
 
l:.(t/J) = [lÍT - f(t/J)] Vil [li:r - f(t/J)]' , (3.18) 
and 1/J = (b, h). Also, lÍT is the 2 x 1 vector of point estimates for the risk free rate and the 
equity premium reported in Cecchetti, Lam and Mark (1993) (CLM), and the 2 x 2 matrix 
VT is their estimate of the underlying sampling variance. Finally, f is the model'a implied 
risk free rate and equity premium given t/J. We executed this mapping by computing the 
average oí these variables across 500 artificial data sets, each of length 120. We considered 
t/J E W1 a grid oí points, b, h, in the unit box having the property that Ct ~ X t and Ac,t ~ O 
are never observed in the Monte Carlo simulations used to evaluate f. Let 
(3.19) 
""here -J:T minimizes l:.( 'ljJ) over t/J E W. In pradice, we could not find values of 'l/J which set
 
J = O. 'Ve find ~T = (0.58,0.3), with J =0.37.
 
Power Utility 
Results for analyzing the economy 'with power utility are summarized in Figure 1. That
 
figure indicates (see 'US data') the sample averages for the risk free rate and the equity
 
. 
premium taken from CLM. In addition, we report 1 percent and 5 percent confidence ellipses, 
based on CLM's reported VT matrix. Results for several versions oí the exchange economy 
v;ith pO'wer utility are presented. 
The curve marked 'power utility, consumption growth autocorrelation = 0.34' adopts
 
the parameter values in (3.17). Moving from left to right, each letter co' reports f(t/J) for a
 
different value of </>, with </> = 1,2,3,4,5,10,15,20,25,30,35. There are two basic findings
 
here. First, consistent with the nonstochastic analysis reported above, increasing curvature
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with power utility preferences produces a rise in the average risk free rateo Second, increasing 
curvature results in a JaU in the equity premium. For tP exceeding 5 the equity premium is 
negative, with equity actual1y being a good hedge against risk. 
To understand this result, we studied three other versions ofour modelo First, we repeated 
the calculations with p = -0.34 (see 'power utility, consumption growth a~tocorrelation = 
-0.34'). This change in the autocorrelation of consumption growth has essential1y no effect 
on the monotone relationship between the risk free rate and c~ture, but the effect on the 
equity premium is substantia1. Now the equity premium rises monotonically with curvature. 
Second, we simulated a version of the model in which the parameters of the equilibrium 
.' 
consumption growth process are taken from Mehra and Prescott (1985). They based their 
parameter values on annual US data covering the period 1889-1978, in which the first order 
autocorrelation of consumption growth is -0.14 (see 'Mehra-Prescott, conswnption growth 
autocorrelation = -0.14'). Note that now the risk free rate initial1y rises, then falls, as 
curvature rises. In addition, consistent with the version of our model with p = -0.34, the 
equity premium rises monotonically with curvature. Third, we altered the Mehra-Prescott 
parameterization by 'switching the sign on p (see 'Mehra-Prescott, consumption growth au­
tocorrelation = 0.14') This has a very large impact on the equity premium. It now falls 
sharply with increased curvature. SignificantIy, none oí the perturbations considered places 
the power utility model anywhere cIose to the US data. 
\Ve infer from these computational experimen~s that the autocorrelation of consumption 
growth is critical for determining whether higher curvature produces a positive or negative 
equity premium. This finding impressively illustrates the importance of the capital gains 
channel in determining the equity premium, since by construction the curvature channel 
plays no role with variations in p. 
Insight into the role of p can be obtained by making use of a simple permanent income­
type argument, and the covariance formula in (3.15). The sign of r?, depends upon the sign 
of the conditional covariance between Ac,t+l and Zt+l + Pk,t+l' When technology growth is 
positively autocorrelated, a date t + 1 state of nature in which Zt+l is high signals an even 
greater rise in technology at later dates, and thus a rise in households' long run conswnption 
opportunities. Under power utility, households have an incentive to adjust conswnption 
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irnmediately to its long-run potential, and this implies a largejump in desired eHl. However, 
to increase.consumption by more than output, households must reduce their accumulation 
of equity and this in turn translates into a reduceddemand for capital. The latter, in view 
of the fixed supply of capital, translates into a fall in its price, Pk,Hl' If this price effect is 
strong enough to overcome the jump in Zt+l itself - a result that is more like1y, the greater is 
ti> - then the conditional covariance in (3.15) would be positive, implying the negative equity 
premia that we see in Figure 1. 
If instead technology growth is negatively autocorrelated, then a high ZHl signals a 
smaller increase - perhaps even a reduction - in long run consumption prospeets. Under 
these circumstances, adjusting consumption to its long-run potential dietates shifting Ct+1 
up by less than the rise in date t + 1 output, thus giving rise to an increased demand for 
capital. This drives up Pk,t+l, guaranteeing that the covariance in (3.15) is negative and that 
the equity premium is positive.10 
'We think these results make clear that to understand the sensitivity of the equity premium 
to P, one must understand the impact of changes in pon the dynamics of the price of capital, 
Le., the capital gains' channel. 
Rabit Persistence 
Results for analyzing the economy with habit persistence utility are summarized in Figure 
2. The figure reproduces the empirical observations and confidence ellipsoids from Figure 1. 
The mean equity premium and risk free rate corre·sponding to a subset of (b, h) E '1' are also 
reported. To gain insight into the relation of b and h 'with asset returns, we find it useful to 
arrange the results in a particular way. That is, we consider (b, h)'s that imply non-stochastic 
steady state values of Xt/Ct , denoted by X, equal to 0.85, 0.83, 0.81, and 0.30. For the last 
• 
two values of x, we consider h = 0,0.10,0.20, .",0.90,0.95.11 For X = 0.85 and X = 0.83 
lOThese observations can be illustratoo with a simple example. Let C,+dC, = exp(O'+l)' with 0, = 
B+ ~t + ~!I-l, and ~t '" JIN(O,ac ). Then, 
In the po\\'er utility case, this implies d log(Pk,t+dfdtt+1 = 1+ (1- 4'J)p, which may be negative if p > Oand 
ti> > 1. 
11 Given values of x and h, the value of b is implioo by the condition, x =b/(exp(9) - h). 
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only the first 9 and 8 values of h are reported, respectively. Note that for each value of x,
 
the equity premium-risk free rate combinations form a half-ellipse: for ama11 values of h, the
 
equity premium and risk free rate are both decreasing in h, for given x. For larger values of
 
h, the equity premium continues to be decreasing in h, but the risk free rate no:", begins to
 
increase. Note also that the half-ellipses ahift down and get sma11er with decreasing x. As x
 
gets even smaller, the ha!f-ellipses converge to an equity premimn of 0.03 percent and a risk
 
free rate of 1.8 percent, after rounding.
 
The point in Figure 1 (and among a11 b, hE \lJ) c10sest to the US data is b = 0.58, h = 0.3,
 
'with x = 0.83. At this point, the risk free rate is 1.68 percent, and the equity premimn is 6.86
 
percent. This is close to the US numbers, when sampling uncertainty is taken into account.
 
Statistical results for this model economy are provided in Table la in the columns marked
 
'Exchange Economy'. The column marked 'No Habit' corresponds to the parameterization
 
</J = 1, b = h = O, while 'Habit , corresponds to the model with habit persistence, evaluated
 
at the estimated parameters. The US numbers are a1so reported in Table la. Note that,
 
although the model does well in accounting for the mean risk free rate and equity premium,
 
it does less well in aécounting for the variance of these objects.
 
Table la also reports dynamic properties of the modePs Pk , after logging and Hodrick­

Presrott filtering. The v01atility of this variable jumps to around 9.5 percent with the
 
introduction of habit persistence, and its correlation with output (the latter being 10gged
 
and HP filtered too) is about 0.5. To evaluate the empirica1 plausibility of these implications,
 
'\Ve compare them with the properties of several measures of stock prices, which are reported
 
in Tab1e lb (multiply the results in Table lb by 2 to get C1p/c). We find that the model's
 
implied volatility of Pk conforms well 'with its empirica! counterpart. However, the model
 
slight1y overstat~s the corre1ation of stock prices 'with GDP, which is in the neighborhood of
 
about 0.30. \Ve infer that, apart from the second moment properties of asset returns, this
 
model does reasonably wel!.
 
Finally, to quantify the curvature channel, we considered the impact of the change,
 
(b = h = O) to (b = 0.8, h = O). For this, ól\Er'{P = 1.0003831 - 1.0000281, and t:.Er? =
 
1.005244 - 1.0000281, so that ól\Er(' jt:.Er? = 0.07. Thus, of the full increase in the equity
 
premiurn (here~ expressed at a quarterly rate), 7 percent is accounted for by the curvature
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channel, and 93 percent is accounted for by the capital gains channel. 
4. One-Sector Production Economy 
In this section, we modify the production side of our economy by allowing for capital accu­
mulation and elastic labor supply. We show that these modifications essentially eliminate 
the equity premium, even with habit persistence preferences. 
4.1. The Model 
At date Othe household's preferences are: 
(4.1) 
where ht denotes time t labor, X t is the habit stock, defined in (3.2), and: 
O::; ht ::; 1, 'tIt ~ O. (4.2) 
The resource constraint is: 
(4.3) 
where O< Ó, O: < 1. The variable Zt is a technology shock satisfying 
- 28t ...., N(8, (J), 'tIt ~ O. (4.4) 
\Ve consider the same sequence-of-markets equilibrium concept used in the previous sec­
tion, suitably modified to inelude the investment and labor-Ieisure choices. The quantities 
in this allocation are known to solve the planning problem: maximize (4.1) subject to (4.2)­
(4.4) and the non-negativity constraints, K t +b et ~ O. The rate of return on the risk free 
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asset, B t , is computed using (3.12), (3.13), and the rate of return on equity is: 
re _ Q(Zt+lht+l )1-0 ~ 
t+l - K-V' (4.5) 
t+l 
4.2. Resu1t: No Equity Premium 
We used the following parameter values for the version of our model with habit persistence:
 
Q = 0.36, fJ = 0.021, ti> = 1, and V = 2. For empirical evidence on the first two of these,
 
see Christiano and Eichenbaum (1992). The given value for V was chosen to assure that
 
the model implies households work 1/3 of available time. Finally, the parameters for the
 
technology process, eand (J, were set equal to 0.40 percent and 1.8 percent, respectively.
 
These correspond to empirical point estimates for the mean and standard deviation of the
 
Solow residual (see, for example, Christiano and Eichenbaum [1992]). Figure 3 reports the
 
risk free rate, equity premiÚrn combinations associated with a grid of b and h designed to
 
cover the feasible set of these parameters. Note that no value of b and h comes even close to
 
accounting for the US data. Thus, the production economy stands in striking contrast to the
 
exchange econorny, i~ that the equity premium and risk free rates are essentially invariant
 
to whether there is habit persistence or log utility.
 
The financial statistics pertaining to the b = h = O and b = 0.80, h = O cases are
 
reported in Table la in columns labelled 'No Habit' and 'Habit', respectively. The business
 
cycle properties of quantity variables are reporte~ in Table 3. Note from Table la that the
 
equity prernium drops from 6.86 percent in the exchange economy to essentially zero in the
 
production econorny.
 
4.3. Diagnosing the Result 
To understand the reason there is no equity premium in this economy, we begin by analyzing
 
the general equilibrium effects on consumption and other quantity variables of converting
 
frorn b = h = O to b = 0.8, h = O. These effects are substantial because a household '\l\rith
 
habit persistence preferences has a strong incentive to smooth the response of consumption
 
to a shock. Moreover, the technology described in (4.3) offers at least three mechanisms
 
through which this can be accomplished: variations in labor effort, variations in the rate of
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capital accumulation, and variations in the sectoral allocation of factors of production. 
The impulse response functions displayed in Figure 4 document how agents in the b > O 
economy exploit these opportunities re1ative to agents in the b = Oeconomy. The figures 
display the log deviation of a variable from a steady siate growth path in response to a 
single, one standard deviation innovation in fh. The results have been multiplied by 100 
to convert them into percent terms. In measuring quantities in the model, we follow the 
National Income and Product Accounts practice. Namely, we measure quantities in base 
year prices, which we set to unity. 
Figure 4a shows that the impact on consumption of a shock is greatIy reduced in the b > O 
economy (see the solid line) compared ~'ith the b = Oeconomy (dashed line). Eventually 
the two responses converge, but this takes about 12 model periods (three years). At the 
aggregate level, this smoothing of consumption is accomplished in part by a relatively strong 
investment response (Figure 4b) and a relatively weak employrnent response (Figure 4c). 
For further diagnosis of the factors underlying the smoothed consumption response, we 
find it useful to adopt the two-sector interpretation of our one-sector model. Figures 4d and 
4e show that with b :> Othere is a strong shift of labor (and - not shown - capital) resources 
out of the consumption goods sector and into the investment goods sector. It is well known 
that, with b = O, there is sorne shift in resources out of the consumption sector and into the 
im'estment goods sector after a positive technology shock. The prediction of the standard 
real business cycle model that employrnent in the consumption sector is countercyclical is 
counterfactual, and the adoption of habit persistent preferences evidently exacerbates that 
problem. 
The amplified positive aggregate investment response with b > O masks much larger 
ef1ects at the sedoral leve!. There is a substantial increase in the already positive response 
of investment in capital for the investment goods industry. The production of capital goods 
for the consumption goods industry experiences a greater decline v.rith b > Othan with b =O. 
This refiects efforts to shift resources out of the consumption sector dynamical1y, and is one 
""ay that households bring about the slow rise in consumption evident in Figure 4a. 
These findings are refiected in the second moment statistics reported in Table 3. For 
example, those statistics show a substantial reduction in the standard deviation of consump­
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tion with b > O. At the same time, there is a sharp increase in the variability of investment.
 
Although there is an absolute fall in the volatility oí employment, the reduction is less than
 
the reduction in output.
 
The preceding observations are consistent with the hypothesis that the absence of an
 
equity prernium in the one-sector production economy reflects the smoothing of consumption
 
across states of nature. According to this hypothesis, the general equilibrium smoothing of
 
consumption prevents a rise in the equity premium that would have occuned otherwise.
 
Taken literally, this hypothesis is incorrecto In particular, suppose there had been no
 
general equilibrium impact on consumption or the rate of return on capital, in response
 
to the change in preferences, (b = h =.O) to (b = 0.8, h = O). Then, according to the
 
covariance formula, (3.15), the equity premium would have gone from 1.0000028 to 1.000057,
 
v.-hich is only a trivial increase. That is, had no consumption smoothing or change in
 
the rate of return on capital occured, the equity premium would have jumped to a mere
 
100(1.0000574 -1) = 0.02, or, two-one-hundreds of a percent per year.12 The íailure ofhabit
 
persistence to generate an equity premium in the one-sector production economy is not a
 
consequence oí the fact that households choose a smooth consumption sequence.
 
There is nevertheless a sense in which the absence oí an equity premium and the smooth­

ing oí consumption are related. In a one-sector economy the marginal rate of transformation
 
between in\'estment and consumption goods is unity, that is to say, the supply of capital
 
goods is infinitely elastic. \Vhile this is the reason it is feasible for households to smooth
 
consumption, it also has the implication that the equilibrium price of capital is constant.
 
The latter fact essentially eliminates the fiuctuations across states of nature in the rate oí
 
return on equity, and is the reason why there is no equity premium. Again, this illustrates
 
the central role played by the capital gains channel. In the next section we put this intuition
 
to work. 
12The 0.02 result is not strictly comparable to what is in Table la, because of Jensen's inequa1it~·. The 
0.02 is thc annualized average equity premium, while what is in tlle table is the average of annualized equity
 
premia. The latter can be expected to be larger.
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5. Two-Sector Economies 
Here we consider three modifications oí the model economy anaIyzed in the previous section. 
In our first modification, we assume that cons~ption and investment goods are produced 
in distinct sectors, and that the sectora! a11ocation oí the date t capital stock is a function 
oí the previous period's state oí nature. In our second modification, we assl1me households 
also decide their date t a11ocation oí sectoral employrnent prior to the realization oí the 
date t state oí nature. We then íurther modify the model to allow firms to issue risk-free 
debt, in addition to 'equity, to finance their purchases oí capital. The model embodying a11 
three modifications implies a risk íree rate and return on equity which lie within a 5 percent 
confidence bound about the corresponding empirical estimates. We also examine the business 
cycle implications of this model. 
5.1. A two-sector economy with fulllabor mobility 
The quantity allocations in a sequence-of-markets competitive equilibrium solve the pro-
grarnming problem: . 
(5.1) 
subject to: 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
and 
(5.4) 
Here, the subscripts e and i denote the consumption and the investment sectors, respectively. 
As before, "'e require that the sum, KC•t+1 + K i ,t+ll be chosen as a íunction oí the date t 
state of nature. Unlike before, we now also require that the individual terms, Kc,t+l and 
K1,t+l, be chosen as a function of the 'date t state oí nature. Finally, we assume that the 
state of technology, Zt, is dra~'!l from the time series representation described in (4.4). Let 
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Ac,t. and A.,t. denote the Lagrange multipliers on (5.2) and (5.4). 
We assume the same financing arrangements that we have used up to now: firms have a 
one perlod planning horizon and to operate in period t +1, they must issue enough equity in 
period t to finanee their purchase of whatever quantity of capital they plan to use. Different 
equity is used to finance consumption and investment goods firma. It is readily verlfied that 
the rate of return on equity in market x i,s r:,t., x =i, e, where 
~Zt+l hc,t+1] 1-0 +R (1 - 6)
e Xc 1+1 . k,t+1 
r c,t+1 = t R - 1 (5.5) 
k,t 
for x =e and 
R Q [Zt+1h¡,t+1] 1-0 + R (1 - 6)
e _ k,t+1 X.,t+1 k,t+1 
r¡,t+1 - R - 1 (5.6) 
k,t 
for X =i, The rate of return on the rnarket portfolio, r:, is: 
e Kc,t+l e K¡,t+1 e 
r t+1 = K rc,t+1 +-Kr¡,t+1' (5.7) 
1.+1 1.+1 
where K t+1 = Kc,t+l + Ki,t+1' 
To find the objects in competitive equilibriurn, first get the quantities and multipliers by 
solving the planning problern stated above. Second, find Pk,t using the relation,13 
(5.8) 
The price, Pk,t, varies with the realization of the date t state of nature because of diminishing 
productivity of labor as labor is reallocated between sectors, and the distrlbution of capital is 
fixed. The rate of return, r{, on the risk free asset is obtained as before, using (3.12)-(3.13). 
Then, the "arious equity rates of return are obtained from (5.5)-(5.7). 
The model is pararneterized exactly as the one-sector rnodel in the previous section. We 
adopt these pararneter values because they rneet the criteria we set out when we estirnated 
13There is a slight inconsistency here, relative to the endowment economy. There, Pk,t was a variable that 
gro\\'s in equilibrium, while here it is noto The difference is that there the stock of capital was constant and 
the payoff per unit of capital was growing while here the stock of capital is growing and the payoff per unit 
Ol capital is stationary. 
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them for the one sector production economy. In particular, they allow the model 's implication 
for mean hours worked and the mean growth rate and variance of the Solow residual to 
coincide with their sample analogs. 
Values for the risk free rate and equity premium implied by feasible (b, h) combinations 
are displayed in Figure 5. Note that the model- though a little closer to the data now - is still 
not close even to the 1 percent confidence interval for the data. The parameterization that is 
closest to the data - according to the metric defined in section 3 - 1s one with b =0.9, h =O. 
The financial properties of this model are reported in Table la. The business cycle properties 
are reported in Table 3. 
Figure 7 reports the impulse response funetions for the b = h = O ('Full No Habit' long 
dashes) and b = 0.9, h = O ('Full Habit' short dashes) versions of the model. The quantity 
efi'ects of habit persistence resemble very closely the ones seen in Figure 4 for the one-sector 
economy. For example, consumption is considerably smoother, and investment more volatile 
with the introduction of habit persistence. The success that households have in smoothing 
consumption reflects the fact that, although capital supply is not infinitely elastic, it still 
exhibits considerable 'shott-term elasticity in this model. This high elasticity aIso underlies 
.' 
the fact that the volatility of Pk , though positive, is still very small. This in turn accounts, 
via the capital gains channel, for the fact that there is not a substantial equity premium in 
this rnodel. 
These considerations suggest that a version of the model with a smaller short term 
elasticity of capital supply is required. One avenue for obtaining this is suggested by the 
results in Table 3, which indicate that gross investment in capital for the investment sector 
is negative 9.4 percent of the time. A non-negativity constraint on gross investment would 
therefore be binding in this model. Imposing this constraint would have the efi'ect of making 
capital supply more inelastic, at least in the range oflow investment. As expected, when we 
experimented with modifications like this, the equity premium rose, but only by a modest 
amount. 
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5.2. A two·sector economy with limited labor mobllity 
In this section, we investigate the impact of requiring that the household's date t labor 
supply decisions be made prior to the realization of the current state of nature. After the 
state of technology is realized, the sectorallabor markets meet and elear (subject to the 
predetermined labor supply) at a competitive wage. In effect, this makes. the short-term 
supply of capital completely inelastic, as in the exchange economy. 
The formulas for the risky and risk-free rates of return are not altered by this modification, 
and so are not repeated here. For the same reasons cited in the previous subsection, the 
model parameter values for the one-sector, ,model are adopted here. Values of the risk free 
rate and equity premium associated with feasible (b, h) combinations l::LI'e reported in Figure 
6. !\ote that now the model is noticeably doser to the data, although it is still not within 
the 1 percent confidence ellipse. Note too, that the volatility of the price of capital has now 
increased by a factor of lO, moving this model implication doser to the empirical results 
reported in Table lh. This result is not surprising, in view of the short-term inelasticity of 
capital supply. Intere.stingly, the model correlation between the price of capital and output 
is no'" 0.25, which is very close to the data. 
To gain further insight into the reasons for these results consider again Figure 7. In 
calculations not documented here, we found that impulse response functions for the no habit, 
full and limited labor mobility models are roughly identica1. Figure 7 then indicates that, in 
the lirnited labor mobility model, the impulse response functions of quantities are essentially 
invariant to the introduction of habit persistence preferences. This refiects the faet that 
the inelasticity of capital supply in ef1ect prevents households from smoothing consumption. 
The consequent sharp response in the price of capital is indicated in Figure 7d. 
. 
5.3. The Effect of Financial Leverage 
Consider no,," the model economy in the previous subsection, with the modification that 
we also allo\\' firrns to issue risk free debt. This debt is identical, in maturity and rate of 
return~ to the privately issued bonds considered until now. Unlike the risk-free security of 
the previous sections, the firm-issued bond 'will be traded in equilibrium. 
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As is well known, profit maximizing firms are indifi'erent to the debt-equity composition 
oí their liabilities in an environment such as ours. Moreover, the quantity allocations in 
general equilibrium are invariant to the patternt across dates and states oí naturet oí the 
debt to equity ratio in firm liabilities (the Modigliani-Miller theorem). What is not invariant 
to the debt to equity ratio t is the mean and variance oí the return on equity. The premium oí 
the return on equity over debt is strictIy increasing in the debt to equity ratio. This simply 
reflects that equity must bear the full degree oí uncertainty in firm cash fiow across states oí 
nature. In the experiments analyzed below t we consider the equity premiurn for an economy 
with a debt to equity ratio similar in magnitude to that reported for the US economy. 
With leverage, the finance constraint íor a firm in industry x is: 
(5.9) 
íor x = i, c. In period t + 1, the firm in sector x hires labor and carries on production. Let 
1íz ,t+l denote its revenues írom sales - output, Yz,t+l, plus the undepreciated stock of capital-
net oí expenses on labor and on its financial obligations. AlI terms in 1í:,t+l are denominated 
in conswnption units. \Ve require that the firm's expenses not exceed its receipts: 
",7,1+1 - Yz,t+l + (1 - ó)I<:r,t+lPk,t+l (5.10) 
-H':r,t+lhz,t+l - (1 + r~,t+l)Sz,t - (1 + r[)Bz,t ~ O, 
where r;,t+1 and r{ denote the rates oí return on equity and debt, respectively. Also, Wz,t+l 
denotes the wage paid to workers in sector x, expressed in period t + 1 consumption units. 
The firm takes ~rices and rates oí return, Pk,t,r;,t+l,r{'Pk.t+ll W:,t+l, as given. At date t, 
the objective of the firm is: 
(5.11) 
subject to (3.12), (5.9) and (5.10). The firm is assumed to take Pc,t+l as given. Asswning 
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an interior solution to (5.11), the first order condition for /tz,t+l is: 
mplz,t+l =Wz,t+l, (5.12) 
where mplz,t+l is the marginal product of labor in industry :t, expressed in consumption 
units. The first order condition associated with 8z ,t is: 
C' [mpkZ ,t+l + (1 - 6)Pk ,t+l _ (1 + e )] - O 
c;.tPc,t+l R rt+l - , (5.13) 
k,t 
,,'here mpkZ ,Hl is the marginal productivity: of c'apital in sector:t, measured in consumption 
units. The first order condition for Bz,t is (5.13) Tlith r~+l replaced by r[. 
Linear homogeneity guarantees that the only equilibrium is one in which profits, (5.11), 
are zero. Given the weak inequality in (5.10), this implies 7I"z,t+l = Ofor a11 t and states of 
nature. This, in conjunction with the facts: (i) profit maximization causes (5.9) to be satisfied 
as an equality, (ii) linear homogeneity implies Yz,t+l = mpkz,t+lKz,t+l + mplz,t+lhz,t+l and 
(iii) the first order c~nditi.on for labor, (5.12), allows us to derive the following expression 
for the rate of return on equity in sector x: 
1+ re. = mpkz,t+1 + (1 - 6)Pk ,t+l (1+'Y ) _ (1 + r/)'Y
z,t+l R ¡::,t t IZ,t, (5.14) 
k,t 
where Iz,t = Bz,tI8:,t is the debt to equity ratio a~d r::t+l is the leveraged rate of return on 
equity. \Ve impose 7z,t exogenously, given that it is not detennined in equilibrium. 
Rearranging (5.14) and taking into account the formula for the unleveraged rate ofreturn 
on equity, r;,t l in (5.5) and (5.6), we get the fo11owing expression for the equity premium: 
(5.15) 
From this, it is evident that leverage raises the equity premium proportionally. Obviously, 
if the equity premium were small in the unleveraged econorny, then leveraging wouId have 
only a small impact on the equity premium. For example, (5.15) indicates that to convert 
an unleveraged equity prernium of 1 percent hto a leveraged equity prérnium of 5 percent 
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requires a debt to equity ratio of 4. The actual debt to equity ratio is closer to 2/3.14 
In our computations, we study equilibria in which "Yi,t = "Yc,t = "Y = 2/3. In other respects, 
the model parameterization conforms 10 what was used in previous subsections. Table 2 
shows that the introduction of leverage in this way raises the equity premium by roughly a 
factor of two in practically every model we have considered.16 Figure 8 shows that we are 
now well within the 5 percent confidence interval for the equity premium and risk free rateo 
5.4. Business Cycle Implications 
The business cycle implications of the model just analyzed, what we refer to as 'our model', 
are identical to those 'Jf the model with no leverage. In Table 3 we see that its predictions 
confonn closely with those of the standard real business cyc1e model, namely the one sector 
economy, with no habito The performance oí our model is poor with respect to the volatility 
of aggregate hours worked, and with respect to the cyclical behavior of hours worked in the 
consumption sector. But, on these dimensions it does no worse than the standard model. 
There are two other dimensions on which our model actually does better than the stan-
dard model. First, the standard model implics that the first order autocorrelation oí equilib-
rium output growth essentially coincides with the assumed autocorrelation of the growth rate 
oí technology, which is zero here.16 The coincidence of these two autocorrelations reflects 
the well-known absence oí internal propagation in that model (see Christiano (1988) and 
Cogley and Nason (1995).) This absence of interna! propagation is a problem in view of the 
fact thata standard measure oí technology growth indicates little first order autocorrelation, 
while the estimated first order autocorrelation of output growth is 0.37, with a two standard 
deviation confidence interval of [0.23,0.51] (see Table 4.) In our model, by contrast, the 
autocorrelation of equilibrium output growth is 0.20, which is very close to this confidence 
interva1. The model exhibits persistence in output growth, despite the fact that the state oí 
14See Benninga and Protopapadakis [1990] and literature cited tbere. 
lSTbe impact of leveraging is not precisely what is predicted by (5.15), since in the table we compute the 
equity premium with the underlying rates compounded at an annual rate, while tbe objects in (5.15) are 
denominated at a quarterly rateo 
16We computed the first order autocorrelation of output growth in 500 artificial data sets of 120 obser-
vations each, generated using the standard mode1. Tbe average across the 500 autocorrelations was 0.0009, 
and the associated ~;onte CarIo standard error was 0.004. 
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technology is a random walk. 
Our model also dominates the standard model in relation to the excess eensitivity puzzle. 
To define this puzzle, consider the following relation: 
(5.16) 
Here, AXt = log(Xt) -log(Xt-l)' Campbell and Mankiw (1989,1991) estimate the parameters 
in this relation by a two-step instrumental variables procedure: in the first step they repIace 
the left and right variables by their regression forecasts based on a set of instruments, and 
in the second step they run an ordinary least squares regression to estimate ¡J., "', and 8. A 
potential pitfall, particularly for estimating A, is the possibility that the instruments are not 
correlated with Ayt,17 To help guard against this in practice, it is useful to obtain a measure 
of R~b" the R-bar squared in the regression of AYi on the instruments. In Christiano (1989), 
Monte Carlo evidence is presented which suggests that the R~II reported in Campbell and 
Mankiv.' (1989), 0.047, is sufficientIy large that the resulting estimate of '" is not simplyan 
artifact of poor instrument quality. In our model, there is enough persistence in equilibrium 
output grov.'th that the implied R~II is in the acceptable range (see Table 4). 
Campbell and Mankiw (1989) interpret their empirical estimates of (5.16), reported in 
Table 4, as reflecting that the forecastable component of consumption growth is an increasing 
function of the forecastable components of output growth and the interest rate and, more-
over, that the latter plays a smaller role than the former. It is interesting to note from Table 
4 that our modePs implication for A overshoots Campbell and Mankiw's (1989) empirical 
estimate, though it is within the range A'S found using data for severa! European countries 
(see Campbell a.nd Mankiw (1991).) Also, the value predicted by our model for the instru-
mental variable estimate of () is even smaller than Campbell and Mankiw's (1989) estimates. 
Thus, our model can account for the evidence that the forecastable part of consumption 
grov.'th is an increasing function of the forecastable part of output growth, and that it is 
more cIosel)' related to this than it is to the forecastable part of the interest rate. IB That 
17For a formal analysis of these issues, see Nelson and Startz (1990a,b). 
18Baxter and Jermann (1994) document tbat a model witb bome production can also account for the 
e.xcess sensiti\'ity puzzle. 
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a version of the standard model is incompatible with these observations is documented in 
Christiano (1989). 
6. Concluding Remarks 
Macroeconomists have long been interested in understanding precise1y where and when the 
complete markets, representative agent paradigm breaks down, if at all. The view is widely 
held that a prime example of where it faIls apart is on the equity premium. An important 
lesson from this analysis, is that this is not so obvious. A production economy with complete 
markets and reasonable risk aversion was constructed that accounts moderate1y weIl both 
for the business cycle and for key features of asset retums. Other asset pricing lessons we 
take away from this analysis are that (a) habit persistence preferences and (b) multisector 
technologies with limitations on the intersectoral mobility of factors of production, are likely 
to be important elements in a successful model of the business cyc1e. 
To understand how these elements contribute to an equity premium, reeall that the key 
to generating an equity premium in the general equilibrium models considered here is to 
produce the 'right' dynaniic behavior in the price of capital. In particular, innovations 
in the price of capital must be large, and negatively correlated with the marginal utility 
of consumption. Under these circumstances, equity is abad hedge against risk, and thus 
requires a large premium to induce households to hold it. As we pointed out in section 2, to 
get the appropriate movements in the price of capital, we require that (i) householcls have 
a strong incentive to buy assets when the marginal utility of consumption is low, and to 
seU when the marginal utility of consumption is high, and (ii) a technology which frustrates 
these desires. Ingredient (a) aboye contributes to (i), and ingredient (b) contributes to (ii).19 
\Ve no'" briefiy discuss sorne of the limitations of the analysis. First, consistent with the 
intuition in the previous paragraph we find, in results not reported in the paper, that our 
19Recently, Rouwenhorst (1995) has explored the esset pricing implications of a general equilibrium busi-
ness cycle model whicb resembles ours in the sense that aggregate factor supplies ere determined prior to 
the rea1ization of the shocks. His model nevertbeless faUs to generate a sizeable equity premium because 
it does not have ingredients (a) and (b). He adopts a one sector formulation, and a power utility function 
with low curvature. The one sector formulation is equivalent to a two sector model with identical production 
functions and with complete mobility of factor~ of production between sectors. 
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model implies consumption growth and the rate of retum on equity are highly correlated 
- more so than in the data. 2O This is a long-standing puzzle for the type of equilibrium 
model used here. One possible resolution, which deserves formal investigation, is that the 
discrepancy refiects measurement error in consumption data, or in the price data used to 
convert nominal returns into real returns.21 Alternatively, the resolution to the puzzle may 
lie in a discrepancy between the marginal utility of consumption and consumption itself. 
There is such a discrepancy in the model of this paper, however, it is not sufficiently large 
quantitatively to resolve the puzzle. A second shortcorning of the modellies in its prediction 
for the cyclical behavior of the price of new investment goods. Our model has the implication 
that this coincides with the value of capital to the firm, which we associate with the price of 
stock. This is inconsistent with observations like those documented in Greenwood, Hercowitz 
and Krusell (1992) that the prices of many types of ne\\' investment goods are countercyclical, 
and, more generally, with the observation that Tobin's q is not constant. We are currently 
investigating ways to confront these limitations of our model. 
200ur model's predicted correlation between consumption grov..th and the return on equity is over 0.90, 
while tbe corresponding object in the data is doser to a range of 0.0 to 0.3, depending which measure oí 
the return on equity one uses (see Christiano (l989).) That the model is a1so consistent with the small 
instrumental variables regression relationship between consumption and interest rates refiects the distinction 
between a regression coefficient and a correlation. 
21For a discussion of measurement error in consumption data, see Wilcox (1988). Gibbons (1989) cites 
the measurement error in consumption data as a reason not to use these data at a11 in evaluating theories 
of asset pricing. A quantitative analysis of the impact of measurement error in prices appears in Christiano 
(1989). For a formal, maximum likelihood approach to estimation and testing when there is measurement 
error in the data, see Sargent (1989). 
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A. Sorne Habit Persistence Algebra 
In this appendix, we derive the coefficient of relative risk aversion (RRA) and the elasticity 
oí interternporal substitution for habit persistence preferences. The presentation adapts the 
discussion in Constantinides (1990) to a discrete-time co~text. A similar discussion appears 
in Ferson and Constantinides (1991), but we need to generalize their results slightly in order 
to accornmodate the case h :¡:. O. 
A.l. Policy and Value Functions 
Here, we derive the policy function and value function for a household with habit persistence 
preferences and, potentially, <p :¡:. 1. We do so under the assumption that the household faces 
no uncertainty and a fixed rate oí interest, 1 + r{ = 1 + r~ = 1. 
Let Ac•t denote the derivative of (3.1) with respect to Ct : 
Ac•t = (Ct - Xtrt/l - ~ f ({3h); (Ct+; - Xt+;rt/l· (A.1) 
;=1 
The Euler equation for the household's problem is Ac,t = {3(1 +rt!)Ae,t+l, for t = 0,1, .... This 
is satisfied by the following class of policies, indexed by the undetermined constant, Q: 
Taking into account (3.2), and after sorne algebraic rnanipulation, one gets 
Ct = "l[1flXo+ BtQ], for t = 0,1, ... , (A.2) 
",here 1/J = (h + b)/"Y, and Bt = (1 - ~) [~:~] + 1fJ,t. We assume 
O<h+b<')', 
a condition satisfied in ail the cases considered in the texto The parameter Q is found by 
requiring that the interternporal budget equation be satisfied: E~ (l';re)t Ct = (1 +re)Wo, 
where \Vo = Bo ~ So is the initial stock of wealth. This yields 
(A.3) 
v.,here X o is the initial habit stock. Then, the value funetion is: 
(AA) 
Equation (A.2) for t = 0, 'with Q defined in (A.3), is the policy function for consumption. 
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Note that 
dCo (1 )(~ -(h+b))
dWo = "Y {3"Y(1-4» - 1 7- h . 
There are two interesting features of this expression. First, when b =Oand '1 = 1, so that 
{3(1 + re) = l,then dCo/dWo = r', exaetly the prediction of standard permanent ineome 
theory. Seeond, dCo/dWo is deereasing in b, and also deereasing in h, when b > O. This is 
as expeeted. With habit persistenee, the optimal response to a decrease in' wealth is to use 
financial markets to bring down consumption slowly so that the stock of habit has a chanee 
to fallo 
A.2. Risk Aversion 
The diserete-time analog oí the steady-state formula for RRA provided in Constantinides 
(1990) is: .' 
WVww t/J b/"Y ¡;
RRA == - = .' x = 1 h/' "Y =', exp(t1). (A.5)Vw 1 _ :(T-'Y) - "Y 
~-(h+b) 
Rere x is Xt/Ct along a steady-state, balaneed growth path, and 8 is the growth rate oí 
consumption. The expressions Vw and Vww are the first and second derivatives oí the value 
function, (AA), with respeet to W. 
\Ve briefly repeat here the standard, textbook interpretation oí RRA. Consider the íollow- . 
ing íair bet on wealth: the household receives Wo(l +Ji) or Wo(l-/1), eaeh with probability 
1/2. Let v denote the largest fraetion oí the household's wealth that it would be willing to 
sacrifice to avoid this bet: 
v (1110(1 - v), Xo) = 21 [v (Wo(l + Ji),Xo) + v (Wo(l -/1), Xo)] 
Take a fust order' Taylor series expansion oí the expression on the left oí the equality about 
1.110 , and a second order Taylor series expansion oí the expression on the right, and solve íor 
v: 
Now, if /1 = 0.1414, then ~/12 = .01. Thus, a habit persistence household faced with a SO-
SO chance of loqsing or inereasing its wealth by 14 percent would be willing to pay RRA 
(= v x 100) percent oí its wealth to avoid the gamble. 
A.3. Intertemporal Substitution 
'Ve exploit the fact 
dlog(Ct+dCt) Ac,t 
dlog(l + r~+l) = - CtAcc.t' 
where the object on the left of the equality is the definitíon oí the intertemporal elastieity 
of substitution. \Ve derive the object on the right oí the equality, the inverse oí our measure 
of cun'ature, along a balanced grov.rth path. 
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Note ÍTom (A.l) that, along a nonstochastic steady-state growth path where Ct ="(Ct - 1, 
C-41Q A A..C-(41+1)QAe,t = t e, ec,t = -o.y t ee' 
Here 
_ -4> [_ bf3/"f ]Q
e - S 1 1 _ f3h/~ , 
and 
_ -(1+41) [1 b2f3h~+1]Q
ee - S + 1 _ h2f3/~+1 . 
AIso, S = 1 - X denotes the steady-state value of (Ct - Xt)/Ct. Note that Qee is increasing, 
and Qe and s are decreasing, in b and h. ConsequentlYI intertemporal substitution in steady 
state, " 
Ae,t Qe 
- C,Aee,t = <PQee I 
is decreasing in b and h. 
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Figure 3: One-sector production economy 
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Figure 8: Two-sector production economy with limited labor mobility and leverage 
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